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Abstract
Robot controllers are often programmed using either standard sequential programming lan-
guages or a robot-speciﬁc language, which are then compiled to assembly language speciﬁc
to the robot. Modern real-time programming languages, on the other hand, are more ap-
propriate to program robots, as they better ﬁt the real-time reactive model of robots. This
paper reports on a project to program a non-trivial robot, the Rug Warrior, in the Artiﬁcial
Intelligence Laboratory of UNSW, using Esterel, which is a real-time programming lan-
guage. The approach is illustrated by simulation of a colony of Siberian ants using a group
of Rug Warriors.
1 Introduction
Without software, a robot is a collection of mechanisms, sensors and actuators with
no common purpose. Computer control programs tie these components together
into an integrated system with the ﬂexibility to perform a variety of tasks by rapid
re-programming [10]. Our interest is in using a real-time programming language
to write control programs for a robot. Such languages have the ability to control
systems that acquire and emit data, or interact with their environment at precise
times [7].
Traditionally, control software for robots is built in functional modules that are
then combined into a single program [6]. Brooks proposed a subsumption architec-
ture to control robots that is based on task-achieving behaviours rather than func-
tions [2]. Other approaches to robot programming include discrete word recog-
nition, teach-and-playback and high-level programming languages [3]. Of these,
robot programming languages are used both to deﬁne the task that the robot is to
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perform, and to control the robot as it performs the task. General-purpose lan-
guages such as Fortran, Pascal and variants of C have been used to program robots;
the problem with this approach is that it requires extensive recompilation and link-
ing every time that a program is modiﬁed.
Previously we have reported on formal techniques for modelling mobile robots
as real-time reactive systems, and for specifying and verifying their safety and live-
ness properties prior to actual design [12]. Richard and Mauras [9] reported on
their experiments to control a Lego Mindstorms robot by writing Esterel programs.
The ORCCAD environment provides tools for specifying, verifying and simulating
hybrid systems [5]. In this paper, we discuss the development of control programs
for a Rug Warrior robot using a real-time programming language called Esterel.
We ﬁrst deﬁne the characteristics of a real-time programming language in sec-
tion 2, and present the relevant features of Esterel. We then brieﬂy describe the
Rug Warrior robot in section 3. In section 4, we describe the design of a robot con-
troller for the Rug Warrior, and its implementation. The testing and results for the
Siberian ant simulation problem using Rug Warriors is then discussed in section 5.
2 Real-time Programming and Esterel
Real-time programming languages are used to program systems that reside in a
real-time environment. Real-time systems are also often reactive, ie they maintain
a permanent interaction with their environment and react to inputs from the envi-
ronment in an open-ended way [4]. Esterel is a real-time programming language in
which statements handle either classical assignable variables that are local to con-
current statements and cannot be shared, or signals that are used to communicate
with the environment and between concurrent processes. More details are available
from [1].
The Esterel compiler can generate executable code in C and Java, or produce
intermediate code in ﬁve different formats. Of these, the OC ﬁle contains interme-
diate automaton code which documents the program structure; in fact, it is designed
to be used by post-processors translating an automaton into a sequential program-
ming language. A drawback of OC, though, is the state explosion for large pro-
grams. Within the Esterel environment, the executable C code is generated from
the OC code, and OC code therefore is a good candidate for translating into Inter-
active C, the language used to program the Rug Warrior.
The objects referred to by the automaton fall into several classes, eg. types,
variables etc, each associated with a table. Within each class, there may be several
pre-deﬁned objects, eg. the type integer. There are 13 tables that appear in a
ﬁxed order, and contain instances, types, constants, functions, procedures, signals,
implications, exclusions, variables, tasks, execs, actions and halts. The automaton
is fully described by the transitions of the various states, and each transition consists
of a series of actions. A state table lists all possible states for the automaton.
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3 The Rug Warrior
The Rug Warrior Pro (Figure 2(a)) is a microprocessor controlled mobile robot
based on the MC68HC11A0 chip. It comes with 256 bytes of memory, 8 A-to-D
converters and a timer-counter system. It also has 32K of external memory. The
sensors on the Rug Warrior include a bump sensor that resolves collisions into one
of six possible directions, dual light sensors that measure the light intensity in the
robot’s environment, two infrared emitters and one infrared detector, a microphone
and ampliﬁer to monitor sounds and shaft encoders to measure how far each wheel
has turned. The actuators include a piezo buzzer that can produce tones in a wide
range of frequencies, and a motor driver. The Rug Warrior is programmed in a high
Fig. 1. Rug Warrior Experiments
(a) Rug Warrior Pro (b) Binary Tree on Carpet
level language called Interactive C (IC), developed by Sargent and Martin of the
MIT Media Laboratory. IC is a C dialect consisting of an interactive command line
compiler and debugger, and a run-time language module. IC implements a subset
of C including control structures (for, while, if, else), local and global variables,
arrays, pointers etc [8].
4 Controller Design and Implementation
Out goal was to program the Rug Warrior to perform higher-level tasks, using Es-
terel at the top level. This is sought to be achieved by writing and simulating Esterel
control programs within the Esterel environment, translating the program into the
intermediate OC code, and ﬁnally mapping the OC code to IC programs that can
execute directly on the Rug Warrior. The user ﬁrst writes an Esterel program us-
ing pre-deﬁned input and output signals that correspond to different sensors and
actuators on the robot. The program may then be compiled and simulated using
the xes tools within the Esterel environment. Once the simulation indicates that
the program behaves correctly, the Object Code (OC) is produced, which is then
translated to IC code, which can be down loaded onto the Rug Warrior for direct
execution.
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Table 1
Mapping of Sensors to Esterel Input and Output Signals
Signal Input/Output Sensor
BUMPER L input Left Bump Switch
BUMPER R input Right Bump Switch
BUMPER B input Back Bump Switch
LIGHT L input Left Photo Cell
LIGHT R input Right Photo Cell
MICROPHONE input Microphone
LIGHT SENSOR L input Left Ground Photo Cell
LIGHT SENSOR M input Middle Ground Photo Cell
LIGHT SENSOR R input Right Ground Photo Cell
MOTOR SHAFT L input Left Shaft Encoder
MOTOR SHAFT R input Right Shaft Encoder
IR L input IR Detector (for left emitter)
IR R input IR Detector (for right emitter)
TONE-—IN input Digital Tone Detector
MOTOR L output Left Motor
MOTOR R output Right Motor
TONE OUT output Digital Tone Emitter
The system consists of three components: Simulation, Translation and Exe-
cution modules. The Simulation module uses the Esterel compiler, simulator and
other tools within the Esterel environment. Our task is to map signals in Esterel
to sensors and actuators on the robot. There are two classes of signals in Esterel,
namely the visible signals that are used to control the interface between the module
and its environment, and the invisible signals that are used for internal communica-
tion. The visible signals could be input, output, inputoutput or return signals within
Esterel. In our application, we use only input and output signals. Each sensor on
the robot is mapped to an input signal and each actuator to an output signal. The
Translationmodule separates each table in the OC code and translates data objects
them into IC code based on the object structure.
To execute the translated program, the Execution module uses two approaches.
The Rug warrior contains 32K bytes of memory, of which the pcode interpreter
interprets user code occupies about 16K. Therefore only 16K memory is available
for compiled IC programs in the form of pcode- this corresponds to about 50K of
original IC code from our experiments. Upto this limit, the IC code generated from
translation from OC can be down loaded and executed directly on the robot. For
larger programs, we down load a command interpreter onto the Rug Warrior, and
compile the translated IC code together with a serial communication driver which
can send serial commands to communicate with the command interpreter on the
robot.
We brieﬂy touch upon some implementation issues. The set of input/output
signals that map the sensors and actuators of the robot are shown in Table 1, and
insist that users program the Rug Warrior using this pre-deﬁned set. If the Esterel
program contains any other signals, the compiled OC ﬁle will not be translated
successfully into an IC program. The Execution Module deals with execution of
a generated IC program directly on a Rug Warrior, as well as executing a larger
C program on a host computer. For the ﬁrst, signal functions in the generated IC
program must be mapped to library functions. The reason for this is that some
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robot sensors can be accessed by a single function, whereas all signals in an Es-
terel program are independent of each other. The implementation of functions for
each deﬁned signal in Esterel must be down loaded into the robot prior to down
loading an IC program. For the second part of the Execution module, a protocol
for communication between a host computer and a Rug Warrior was implemented.
A mapping of functions to communicable commands is deﬁned. The C program
is executed on the host, and function calls converted to commands are sent down a
serial line to the Rug Warrior. A command interpreter sitting on the Rug Warrior
receives a command, interprets it and returns the result.
5 Simulation of Siberian Ant Colony
The test problem chosen is simulation of a colony of Siberian ants, which is de-
scribed by Michie [11]. A study of these ants provided convincing evidence that
they are able to communicate the path to a food source. A scout ant which locates
food, subsequently returns to mobilise foraging teams of ants and engages in con-
tact sessions. At end of these sessions, the foragers proceed to the exact spot where
the food was earlier found by the scout.
We simulate the ant behaviour using two robots, a scout and a forager. The
scout robot will leave from an arbitrary start position in a simulated tree and locate
the food source. The tree is made up of white paper tape, and laid out on a black
carpet; the tree is binary, all branches are separated by 120 degrees (see Figure
2(b)). A robot is able to detect a branch using its line following capability. The end
of a branch is demarcated by a small wooden block that will make a solid bump,
and therefore detectable using the bump sensors. The food source is a bright light
which will also provide a solid bump; it is arranged at a convenient height for the
light sensors on the robot and so as not to ﬂood the ﬁeld with light. After detecting
the food, the scout will return to the starting point, and communicate the location of
the food to the forager. In order to simulate the scout and forager, we must simulate
the following behaviours:
(i) follow a line on the carpet.
(ii) search the tree for the light source and record the path from starting point to the
‘food’.
(iii) travel in the tree given a predeﬁned path
(iv) communicate the path from the scout to the forager.
We implemented these behaviours in three different ways: by programming directly
in IC, by programming in Esterel and simulating within the Esterel environment,
and by translating the Esterel programs into IC using our tools and then testing the
robots.
Line Following: This requires the robot to maintain its moving direction on the
line, and make adjustments whenever it detects that it is not on the line. Table 2
provides the logic for the direct IC solution and the independent Esterel simulation.
The three inputs in Table 2 correspond to the ground light detecting sensors, the
meaning refers to the position of the robot relative to the line and the behaviour
corresponds to the robot action performed. In the Esterel simulation, the values
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Table 2
Line Following, IC Program and Esterel Simulation
Input Meaning Behaviour Output
Left Sensor = Low on top of junction turn right MTR L=110
Middle Sensor = Low MTR R=-30
Right Sensor = Low
Left Sensor = Low right sensor not on turn left MTR L=-30
Middle Sensor = Low top of line MTR R=-110
Right Sensor = High
Left Sensor = Low on top of junction turn right MTR L=110
Middle Sensor = High MTR R=-30
=-30t Sensor = Low
Left Sensor = Low only left sensor on turn left MTR L=110
Middle Sensor = High top of line MTR R=-30
Right Sensor = High
Left Sensor = High left sensor not on turn right MTR L=110
Middle Sensor = Low top of line MTR R=-30
Right Sensor = Low
Left Sensor = High only middle sensor on move forward MTR L=110
Middle Sensor = Low top of line MTR R=-30
Right Sensor = High
Left Sensor = High only right sensor on turn right MTR L=110
Middle Sensor = High top of line MTR R=-30
Right Sensor = Low
Left Sensor = High no sensor on top stop MTR L=110
Middle Sensor = High of line MTR R=-30
Right Sensor = High
for the light sensor signals obtained by experimentation and observation are a low
value of 40 and a high value of 100. The output signal values are obtained from the
simulation based on input signal values.
The translated program was down loaded into Rug Warrior and executed, and
its behaviour followed the simulated Esterel behaviour quite closely. It was able
to follow different types of lines, including straight, curved, angled lines and line
junctions. The failures occurred when the testing ﬁeld was ﬁlled with light, which
affected the sensors; this is a problem with robot sensor calibration rather than the
translation.
Tree Searching: Here, the robot must maintain its position on the tree and detect
an end point through bumper contact, or a junction through ground light detecting
sensors. At that time, it should be able to compute its current position and traverse
a branch not previously visited. We use inorder tree searching where the search
order is (left subtree, node, right subtree). The test tree, using inorder traversal, is:
junction1, junction2, endpoint1, junction2, junction3, endpoint2, junction3, end-
point3, junction3, junction2, junction1, junction4, junction5, food source
where junction is a node in the tree and endpoint is a leaf node. Table 3 shows the
results for testing tree searching behaviour by programming in IC and Esterel. The
left, middle and right sensors correspond to the ground light detecting sensors, the
left and right eye sensors to the left and right light detecting sensors, and the left
and right bumpers to the left and right bump switches. In the Esterel simulation,
an input value of 40 for all ground light sensor signals corresponds to the robot
being at a junction in the tree; an input value of ON for the bumper sensor signals
corresponds to the robot being at an endpoint, and a value of 10 for the eye light
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Table 3
Tree Searching, IC Program and Esterel Simulation
Order Input Meaning Behaviour Output
Left Sensor = Low MOTOR L = 110
1 Middle Sensor = Low at junction1 turn right MOTOR R = -30
Right Sensor = Low
Left Sensor = Low MOTO R L = 110
2 Middle Sensor = Low at junction2 turn right MOTO R R = -30
Right Sensor = Low
3 Left Bumper = Press at endpoint1 turn around MOTO R L = 70
MOTO R R = -70
Left Sensor = Low MOTO R L = 110
4 Middle Sensor = Low at junction2 turn right MOTO R R = -30
Right Sensor = Low
Left Sensor = Low MOTO R L = 110
5 Middle Sensor = Low at junction3 turn right MOTO R R = -30
Right Sensor = Low
6 Right Bumper = Press at endpoint2 turn around MOTO R L = 70
MOTO R R = -70
Left Sensor = Low MOTO R L = 110
7 Middle Sensor = Low at junction3 turn right MOTO R R = -30
Right Sensor = Low
8 Left Bumper = Press at endpoint3 turn around MOTO R L = 70
MOTO R R = -70
Left Sensor = Low MOTO R L = 110
9 Middle Sensor = Low at junction3 turn right MOTO R L = -30
Right Sensor = Low
Left Sensor = Low MOTO R L = 110
10 Middle Sensor = Low at junction2 turn right MOTO R R = -30
Right Sensor = Low
Left Sensor = Low MOTO R L = 110
11 Middle Sensor = Low at junction1 turn right MOTO R R = -30
Right Sensor = Low
Left Sensor = Low MOTO R L = 110
12 Middle Sensor = Low at junction4 turn right MOTO R R = -30
Right Sensor = Low
Left Sensor = Low MOTO R L = 110
13 Middle Sensor = Low at junction5 turn right MOTO R R = -30
Right Sensor = Low
14 Left Eye Sensor = Low at food source stop MOTO R L = 0
Right Eye Sensor = Low MOTO R R = 0
sensor signals corresponds to the robot being at a food source.
When the translated IC ﬁle is down loaded into Rug Warrior and executed, its
behaviour follows the simulated result. The robot is able to locate the light source
when the light is moved to a different position. When the light source is taken away
from the tree and wooden blocks are placed at the endpoints. the robot is able to
search through the tree and return to its starting point.
Communication: Here, the scout and forager robots must send and receive a
path on the tree using tone emitter and detector respectively. Communication relies
heavily on time measurements and not so much on environmental interactions, as
the solution we adopted did not involve other sensors and actuators. We wrote a
function called measure() in IC to measure the digital value from the tone detector
in a given time, and used it to differentiate between left and right turns in a path
list. Within Esterel, the communication process will require an external function to
measure the digital value of the tone detector, and therefore is only as good as that
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external function. When the translated program was tested on the robot, we also
used the same measure() function, and obtained similar results.
Path Traversal: Both scout and forager robots need to traverse the tree. The
robot needs to know the direction of travel at a junction, and traversal is a simple
extension of line following and simpler than tree search. The results here are similar
to those obtained for line following and tree searching.
The combined behaviours in the translated version is over 200K bytes and could
not be down loaded wholly onto the Rug Warrior. Here recourse to serial commu-
nication between a host executing the generated C program, and the Rug Warrior
executing a command interpreter, is needed and we are currently working on it.
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